
The DUSK Collection
By DOMINI ANNE

e Dusk collection was created along the narrative of the Dusk score, co-created by Mark Governor and Hanif Wondir,  and
inspired by Hanif Wondir's imagery. It follows the main character, White Stag, as she experiences brutality that causes her per-
sonality to fragment.  It proceeds to explore a series of archetypes on her quest to rediscover herself.  Eventually, after accepting
her shadow and the inevitability of death, she finds wholeness, and emerges with a fuller sense of self and her power.

Iridescence: Inspired by “Marina,” this opera dress, coat and headpiece reflect the compelling danger of an oil slick. With their changing colors,
dual viscosities and subtle movement, the three separates interact constantly with the wearer’s movement, changing with every gesture and tilt of the
head. Marina represents humanity in all it's terrible beauty and dualities. 

The River Sirens: To create these three pieces, Domini soaked panels of organza in a liquid polymer, then draped and molded them over
various dress forms to form the bodices, allowing the rest of the fabric to fall off the hips and waist of the wearers as though it were a sunset river. 
e River Sirens represent Nature in the same way that Marina represents humanity: Beautiful, dangerous, compelling and powerful.

White Stag: e main character of Dusk, the White Stag represents both nature and humanity. From Domini's private collection, the coat is a
multilayered series of memories, each fabric collected from a different city and held (sometimes for years) until the design took form. Paired with a pair
of ruched taffeta pants, this ensemble embraces fierceness and innocence.

SHADOWY FIGURES
e Shadowy Figures collection embodies how religion has been used to mask and reroute our natural desires and emotions.
ese five pieces explore what it is to be both imprisoned and powerful at the same time. Dark solids override the vibrant jewel
tones of organza, which reflect light and change color while revealing intimate details of the bodies underneath.

Oppression: Black cloak with Organza train and Burgundy underdress. In reference to the power held by priests to both pronounce sin and grant
forgiveness, this UpCycled crepe jacket was turned in to a cloak reminiscent of a bishop’s robe, with the colors of power falling behind in an overblown
train. e underdress was taken from a “Sabbath dress” pattern developed by Domini in Israel to accommodate for certain clients’ religious constraints
within their desire for body friendly fashion.

Repression: Black UpCycled soutane coat with Amanda Sage art panel on back and pastel organza underskirt. e soutane is a traditional garment
worn by clergy in a number of Christian denominations, including the Catholic Church. is coat was carefully UpCycled to a very realistic version of
that traditional garment, but with a panel of art from Amanda Sage in the back showing lips, and a nose… the sensory experience yearning to be freed
that lives underneath that restrictive garment. e pastel underskirt references the explosion of activity that happens when one natural need is repressed
in a cloud of confused expression.

Suffering: Black crepe and sunset organza pants with UpCycled suit jacket. A pair of simple black pants has been opened and flung far
to the sides as semicircles of organza in the colors of blood have been inserted where the pants originally held together. What was once
intact has now been blown open, and is hanging there, raw for everyone to see. A classic women’s suit jacket has been cropped short and
reworked so the collar stands up and frames the cleavage tightly, and the back that once hung neatly open has been cinched in to bind the
lower ribs and waist.

Restraint: Extended pencil skirt and Kimono jacket.  Inspired by the movie “e Secretary,” the tight bodice is cinched by a metal
zipper in the back, organza lines the sleeves and a lace-up pencil skirt is drawn tight with elastic, so movement is possible even when it
appears impossible.

Penance: A body hugging military style jacket has been reformed in to a "bodice with sleeves". With excessive fastenings, and a back
cutaway revealing metallic silver underneath the black jacket body, it symbolizes the absolution promised after penance has been paid. e
underdress, a simply lycra and organza/tulle creation, displays a cross out of net in the front, revealing intimate details of the wearer's body
while covering her from neck to toe.



Desire: Floor length gown with black imitation leather bodice.  Forming a cross in the front, four metal zippers open to reveal gold
silk and scarlet taffeta. e arms are slashed as a reference to traditional methods of religious repentance; the slashes reveal a textured net
in plum. e full black taffeta skirt has side panels of three colors of organza.  e first layer is thin enough to reveal the wearer’s legs as
she moves, but only momentarily as the body is again swallowed by the solid black of the rest of the skirt.

MANIFEST DESTINY: e Angry Storm Cloud and Goddess Columbia 
Both pieces were created for Hanif Wondir's piece " Manifest Destiny" which is in response to John Gast's original image.

Angry Storm Cloud: Black lycra and blue taffeta party dress with organza overskirt in four colors. Designed for movement,
different textures and weights of fabric interact dynamically as soon as the wearer plunges in to movement. With a lycra base, this dress is
as flexible as a leotard, allowing Razzvio to claim every ounce of space as she plays her electric violin.

Goddess Columbia : e dress had to flow far beyond Alicia's frame in order to represent the changing of culture embodied in
her form. It was created by soaking a portion of the fabric in liquid polymer and then molding it over both the slip and a dress form to
create the textured body. - Headpiece by Sehra Evans

The New Earth Mothers: Inspired by “e Moth,” the New Earth Mothers address the impact of industrial waste on the planet
so that nature as we know it will never be the same. Although she remains, beautiful and terrifying in her power, nature interacts with our
contributions and we live with the consequences.-Headpieces by Domini Anne and Sehra Evans

The Moon: Inspired by  Erté’s classic designs, e Moon uses a simple square of silver lamé, sewn and draped strategically to form a
cape as its top layer. e mermaid skirt is formed from ten rectangles of different sizes, and a silver undershirt provides the required amount
of modesty necessary for its wearer to move comfortably without too much being revealed.

The Thinker: Inspired by “e Phoenix,” this creature – part shooting star, part earth alien – is fueled by her dreams and her awareness
of the many levels that surround her. Dancing in the balance between good and evil, she lives in the places between dark and light. 
Wondering if you too, are aware…

Angel of Death: An antique Kimono has been carefully UpCycled by hand to allow for a hood created out of both the original silk
crepe and purple organza. e underdress is simple: a textured two-way stretch, ruched to give depth to the torso and cut to ankle length.
e skull and horns neckpiece is affixed with a chunky chain but out of respect for the animal they came from the bones themselves are
undamaged.

THE WARRIORSWarrior 1: Strength comes from within and, so often, to effectively wield strength, one must suppress one’s own feelings in order do
what is necessary. is gold UpCycled lamé wrap dress has cut-aways that reveal the radiant body beneath, in the form of Amanda Sage
offcut ( the fabric left over after a garment is cut from the original yardage).

Warrior 2: Dripping in gold, and radiant within herself, the warrior emerges. Her ruched side slit skirt in imitation gold leather 
signifies sexual realization, and her organza bodice, formed by soaking the fabric in liquid polymer and molding it over a dress form, begins
hard, but ends in a soft, cloud-like cape of gold. Sewn from Amanda Sage fabric, the overskirt is a full embodiment of all aspects of Self.

Warrior 3: A gold halter fastens around the neck while the solar plexus is revealed with vibrant red netting.  An Amanda Sage fabric
overskirt lays over a red underskirt that resembles lava as she walks. No longer afraid to reveal the vulnerability of her body, space is claimed
and flesh is proudly shown.

Creation Catsuit: Created from Amanda Sage fabric, the Creation Catsuit embraces all aspects of self. A veritable coat of many
colors interwoven in to movement, and the body. e face is placed over the torso, giving additional expression to the area where life is
born. Every movement reveals a different aspect of this catsuit, every raise of the leg or contraction of an intercostal lending a different 
expression to the face of creation.

To arrange a private viewing of the DUSK collection, or commission a piece based on one of these capsule collections, please contact 
Domini@dominianne.com


